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ABSTRACT
Model Driven Engineering (MDE) was identiﬁed as a viable
software development paradigm to help improve the prod-
uct derivation phase of the Software Product Line (SPL)
engineering process. Existing model-driven derivation ap-
proaches fail to properly address the behavioural derivation
part, yielding a frustrating situation. In this paper we ﬁrst
introduce a model-driven derivation approach that combines
Feature Diagrams (FD) and model fragments. We then iden-
tify and analyse several issues that emerge during the deriva-
tion process. We show that the order in which models asso-
ciated to selected features are composed has a great impact
on the end result of the derivation. We also present a partic-
ular class of features called disjoint and prove that current
composition operators do not oﬀer any viable solution to
compose them. Finally, we argue that insuﬃcient informa-
tion available to composition operators leads to derivation
results that do not satisfy user requirements.
Keywords
Model Driven Engineering, Software Product Lines, Model
composition, Aspect Oriented Modelling.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D [2.2]: Software Engineering: Design Tools and Tech-
niques
1. INTRODUCTION
Constant market evolution triggered an exponential growth
in the complexity and variability of modern software solu-
tions. Software Product Lines (SPL), or software families,
are rapidly emerging as a viable and important software
development paradigm [33] to address these issues. They
promise to help develop ﬂexible, cost-eﬀective software sys-
tems and support a high level of reuse. Success stories [1]
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from companies like Nokia, Motorola or HP prove that use of
SPL approaches generates important quantitative and qual-
itative gains of productivity, product quality and customer
satisfaction. Several deﬁnitions of the concept can be found,
from Clements and Northrop [33] to Bosch [4].
SPL engineering focuses on capturing existing common-
ality and variability between several software products [5].
Instead of describing a single system, a SPL describes a
set of products in the same domain, by distinguishing be-
tween elements common to all SPL members and those that
may vary from one product to another. It is highly encour-
aged to reuse core assets, which extend beyond simple code
reuse and may include the architecture, reusable software
components, domain models, requirements statements, doc-
umentation or test cases [43]. The SPL engineering process
contains two major intertwined steps, described in the next
paragraphs. A graphical representation of the entire process
can be found in [33].
Domain Engineering (development for reuse): past ex-
perience in building systems is collected, organized and stored
in the form of reusable core assets [35].
Application Engineering (development with reuse): com-
plete process of constructing the ﬁnal products from core
assets. It is a complex process that plays a key role in SPL
engineering, characterized as ”tedious and error-prone” [11].
Therefore, we could assume it has been exhaustively stud-
ied. This is actually not the case, with most SPL research
focusing on the domain engineering phase, neglecting or in-
suﬃciently addressing product derivation.
To address this frustrating situation, SPL engineering has
recently turned towards Model-Driven Engineering (MDE)
[23], capable to oﬀer viable solutions for improving product
derivation. The result of a model-driven derivation process is
the model of an individual product. Two types of such mod-
els are possible: structural and behavioural. For a complete
product representation, both are required. Most derivation
approaches address only the structural part, neglecting the
behavioural one. That is why, throughout this paper, we
focus on model-driven behavioural product derivation.
Most model-driven product derivation approaches use de-
cision models, with Feature Diagrams (FD) [21] extensively
used for this purpose. A FD presents a hierarchical structur-
ing of high level product functionalities, but tells very little
about how the features are combined into an actual product.
An emerging research direction is to associate model frag-
ments to features. Structural and behavioural model frag-
Figure 1: ItemCatalog Feature Diagram and associate models
ments can be attached, thus covering both types of product
representations. In this paper, we analyse into more detail
this particular derivation approach.
FD oﬀer limited quantitative and qualitative information
that only supports the initial step of the derivation process,
the feature selection. In a MDE derivation approach, it re-
sults in a set of unconnected features with model fragments
associated to them. In a second step, the actual product
representation is obtained by composing these models. We
identify this phase of the derivation process as the one that
raises the most problems. Therefore, the overall objective
of the paper is to identify and present some issues related
to model-driven behavioural product derivation. It is not
our intention to formally prove properties related to prod-
uct derivation (composition), but to give an initial intuitive
idea of possible problems that might occur. The identiﬁed
issues are brieﬂy listed in the following, and thoroughly dis-
cussed later on in the paper.
Throughout the paper, several model composition oper-
ators are used. Due to limitations in space, they are not
presented in detail. The ﬁrst issue identiﬁed is the order of
model composition. Without further guidance provided by
the FD, several orders for composing the models are possi-
ble. We could assume that all possible orders lead to the
same resulting product. We show that this is actually not
the case and that the order in which models are composed
inﬂuences the end result. It is also studied under what cir-
cumstances this happens: type of models composed, type
of selected features, inﬂuence of the composition operators
applied. A second identiﬁed issue concerns the actual model
composition process. We address a particular type of com-
position that can frequently happen in the SPL ﬁeld and
which poses problems: composition of models that have no
common elements. After testing several existent composi-
tion operators, we conclude that there are no viable solu-
tions for this issue in current research literature. Finally, we
point out the fact that current composition operators don’t
make use of information provided by the FD, which leads to
semantically incorrect results.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides
further information on Application Engineering, introduces
Feature Diagrams and details a particular product deriva-
tion approach, based on model composition, that attaches
models fragments to FD. The contribution of the paper is
presented in Section 3. Using two examples, we exemplify
ﬁrst the derivation process. Diﬀerent composition orders
and composition operators are used. We then focus on
detailing the derivation issues mentioned in the previous
paragraph: importance of composition order, composition
of models sharing no common element, composition of mod-
els attached to alternative features. Section 4 concludes the
paper and presents some future research directions.
2. BACKGROUND
This section provides ﬁrst a brief overview of Application
Engineering and mentions several existing product deriva-
tion approaches. It then discusses Feature Diagrams as vari-
ability modelling method in SPL engineering and explains
their role during product derivation. Finally, a particular
product derivation approach that combines feature diagrams
and model composition is explained and exempliﬁed.
2.1 Application Engineering
Application Engineering, or product derivation, consists
of assembling applications from the existing core assets base
(already deﬁned during domain engineering), according to
speciﬁc customer requirements.
In recent years, MDE has played a prominent role in the
entire SPL engineering process. According to the deriva-
tion technique used, currently available model-driven prod-
uct derivation approaches can roughly be organized into:
Derivation by conﬁguration: based on the parametriza-
tion and/or composition of core assets. Product features are
selected according to speciﬁc customer requirements, then
core assets are automatically assembled. Some relevant ap-
proaches are [22, 9, 6, 36, 20, 2, 19, 42].
Derivation by transformation: promotes transform-
ing core assets and relies extensively on MDE concepts. It
uses models to represent core assets and model transforma-
tions to manipulate them and generate concrete products.
Examples of such approaches are [43, 18, 28, 17, 37, 30].
Two diﬀerent types of models, providing diﬀerent views
of the derived products, can be obtained as result of model-
driven derivation: structural - for instance UML class or
component diagram; behavioural - for instance UML se-
quence, activity or statechart diagram. For a complete and
comprehensive view of the derived products both represen-
tations are necessary. Although extremely important, be-
havioural product derivation did not receive suﬃcient at-
tention from the SPL community, yielding a frustrating sit-
uation. Examples of behavioural product derivation ap-
proaches are [43, 6, 36, 17].
2.2 Feature Diagrams
Feature Diagrams (FD) [21] are a popular way to model
variability in SPL engineering. They provide a concise and
explicit way to: describe allowed variabilities between prod-
ucts, represent feature dependencies, guide the selection of
features allowing construction of speciﬁc products.
A feature diagram provides a graphical tree-like notation
depicting the hierarchical organization of features. The root
of the tree refers to the complete system, being progressively
decomposed and reﬁned using ”alternative”, ”and”, ”xor” fea-
tures. Relations between nodes are materialized by decom-
position edges and textual constraints. The latter describe
certain dependencies between features like require or mutex.
Commonality is modelled using mandatory features, while
variability using optional, alternative, and or-features.
For the last 20 years, research and industry have devel-
oped several FD languages. Important extensions have been
added to the initial proposal of Kang et al. [21]: annotate
features with cardinalities [8]; introduce attributes for rep-
resenting choice [7]; feature categories and annotations [22];
extend FD with diﬀerent kinds of relations [41].
2.3 Associate model fragments to features
Despite their popularity and extensive use, FDs provide
only a hierarchical structuring of high level product func-
tionalities. The need arises to combine them with other
product representations. An emerging research direction is
to associate model fragments to features. In this way, the
FD deﬁnes the product line variability and acts as a deci-
sion model for product derivation, while each feature has an
associated implementation. Two existing possibilities for as-
sociating models to features brieﬂy explain in the following.
Czarnecki et al. [6] propose a general template-based ap-
proach to map FD to concrete representations, using struc-
tural or behavioural models. They use a model template rep-
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Figure 2: Vending Machine feature diagram and as-
sociated statechart fragments
resenting a superimposition of all variants, with elements re-
lated to corresponding features through annotations. (pres-
ence conditions and meta-expressions). A derived product
is speciﬁed by creating ﬁrst a feature conﬁguration, then the
model template is automatically instantiated.
A second approach comes from Perrouin et al. [36]. They
use a generic feature meta-model that supports a wide vari-
ety of existing FD dialects and an assets meta-model deﬁned
using a subset of UML. A composite association between
the Feature and Model meta-classes is introduced, specify-
ing that a feature may be implemented by several model
fragments. Initially exploited with class diagrams, the ap-
proach allows any kind of assets to be associated to features.
We analyse how the product derivation is performed for this
approach into more detail throughout the rest of the paper
and identify several existing issues. For better understand-
ing, the approach is explained by means of an example.
We consider the ItemCatalog SPL, introduced in [10]. It
describes a catalogue for an e-commerce application, shown
in Figure 1. A catalogue provides items descriptions (Pro-
ductInformation) and optionally their organization into Cat-
egories. Each item can only be associated with one media
ﬁle type, choices being 2DImage or 3DImage. Three possible
types of categories are available: MultipleClassiﬁcation (al-
lows an item to belong to several categories), MultipleLevel
(describes support for nested categories) and Description
(gives additional category information). These features are
organized in the FD from Figure 1. As we are interested in
behavioural product derivation, we choose to associate UML
statechart fragments to each feature.
containCategory
containProduct
removeProduct(name)
removeCategory(name)
removeCategory(name)
removeCategory(name)
removeProduct(name)
addCategory(name)
addCategory(name)
brow sing
removeCategory
(name)
empty
addCategory()
Brow seImg()
removeCatego
ry(name)
endBrow se()
addCategPro
duct()
addCategory
(name)
setInfo()
setSize()
addCategPr
oduct()
Figure 3: Derived product of the ItemCatalog SPL
Product derivation starts by selecting features satisfying
speciﬁc user requirements and obtaining a valid product con-
ﬁguration. Features marked in grey in Figure 1 correspond
to a particular product of the ItemCatalog SPL. Features se-
lected in the conﬁguration phase are not connected between
themselves in any way, any neither are the model fragments
associated to them. Therefore, the obvious question that
arises is: ”what should be done after feature selection?”.
3. ISSUES IN BEHAVIOURAL PRODUCT
DERIVATION
In order to obtain a concrete representation of the derived
product, model fragments associated to the selected features
need to be composed into a single model. We begin this
section by presenting several successful product derivations,
using model composition, on two diﬀerent examples. Then,
we focus on identifying and discussing several problems that
arise during the composition process. First of all, without
any further information provided by the FD, composition
of these models can be performed in any order. This does
not pose any problems if the same product is obtained for
every possible composition order. We show that this is not
the case and that the order in which models are composed
has a direct impact on the result of the derivation: diﬀer-
ent orders imply diﬀerent derived products. Secondly, once
a composition order has been decided upon, models need
to actually be composed. Due to the nature of SPL, it is
frequently the case that models that are composed have no
common elements. We study how several model composi-
tion approaches address this situation and prove the lack of
viable solutions to solve it. Finally, we show that composing
models associated to features connected by diﬀerent cardi-
nality relations in the FD gives incorrect results that do not
satisfy initial user requirements.
3.1 Introduction of examples used
Throughout this paper, we make use of two diﬀerent ex-
amples. The ﬁrst one is the ItemCatalog SPL, introduced in
Section II.C and described in Figure 1.
To increase the validity and consistency of our experimen-
tations, a second example is used: a Vending Machine SPL
inspired from [13]. It oﬀers customers a selection of drinks
like coﬀee, tea or soda. Diﬀerent payment methods are pos-
sible: cash or credit card. Additional services are proposed
after product delivery: it is mandatory to display a message
signalling the end of the purchase or optionally play a ring
tone. Several constraints are imposed. Only one payment
option is possible for a particular vending machine. Each
machine needs to sell at least two types of beverages. Stat-
Insert coin
Product price 
displayed
deliver drink
Select pay 
method
enter Coffee code
enter Tea code
display 
message
play ring 
tone
Idle
ring tone
message
cancel
enough
not enough
pay by cash
buy
Figure 4: Derived product of the Vending Machine
SPL
echart fragments are attached to each feature and describe
their behaviour. The example is presented in Figure 2, fea-
tures marked in grey representing a valid feature selection.
3.2 Examples of successful derivation
The purpose of this subsection is to detail the composi-
tion process on the ItemCatalog and Vending Machine SPL
examples. For each of them, several derivation examples are
presented in which diﬀerent orders of composition are used.
To begin the composition process, a composition operator
must be ﬁrst selected. The MDE ﬁeld proposes several com-
position operators that automate and support this process.
Throughout this paper, we use several model-driven compo-
sition operators. Due to space limitations, we only brieﬂy
introduce their main characteristics. For a detailed descrip-
tion of their functioning, we invite the reader to analyse the
original papers in which they are presented.
The ﬁrst composition operator used is the one proposed
by France et al. [16],[15]. It is a symmetric, signature-
based, generic composition approach, independent from any
modelling language. Model elements to be composed must
be of the same syntactic type. The approach is based on
the systematic merging of matching elements. First, ele-
ments to be merged are identiﬁed by element matching. To
automate this activity, each element has an associated sig-
nature, determining its uniqueness. The matching process
actually consists of matching signatures of elements. Then,
matched model elements are merged together. Flexibility
is obtained by using composition directives [39] (pre-merge,
post-merge). They can be used during composition to force
matches, disallow merges or override default merge rules.
The approach is implemented in the Kompose [15] tool.
With several models to be composed, multiple composi-
tion orders are possible. In the following, we use the com-
position operator of France et al. and diﬀerent orders of
composition for the same set of selected features.
The selected features are {catalogStructure, ProductInfor-
mation, 2DImage, Categories, MultipleLevel, Description},
marked in grey in Figure 1. The ﬁrst composition order
is {2DImage, MultipleLevel, catalogStructure, ProductInfor-
mation, Description, Categories}. The following composi-
tion algorithm is used: apply the matching and merging
phases to the ﬁrst two features, thus composing their stat-
echart fragments. The result is further composed with the
statechart of the next feature in the order. This process is
applied recursively until all features are composed. State-
charts corresponding to catalogStructure and Categories fea-
tures both contain transitions between states empty and con-
tainProduct. To avoid any composition problems, composi-
tion directives that remove transitions addProduct and re-
moveProduct from the statechart of catalogStructure feature
are used. The ﬁnal result is shown in Figure 3.
         *
traceTransition()
*
*
*
*
Pointcut
Advice
     * / *
Figure 5: Aspectual feature Trace
We select a new composition order: {catalogStructure,
2DImage, MultipleLevel, ProductInfo, Description, Categories}.
The same composition algorithm as before is applied. The
result obtained is the same as for the previous case, although
the composition order was changed. Even for a third dif-
ferent order: {MultipleLevel, ProductInfo, catalogStructure,
Description, Categories, 2DImage} the end result remains
the same as in the ﬁrst two cases. Therefore, at a ﬁrst
impression, this experiments give an initial intuition that,
using statecharts, the order in which models associated to
features are composed does not inﬂuence the ﬁnal result ob-
tained, which remains the same in all cases.
To increase the validity and consistency of these results,
the same approach and same composition operator are ap-
plied on the Vending Machine example. The selected fea-
tures are {Vending machine, Payment option, Cash, Bev-
erage, Tea, Coﬀee, Message, Ring tone, Cancel purchase}.
First order chosen is {Cash, Payment option, Vending ma-
chine, Beverage, Tea, Coﬀee, Message, Ring tone, Cancel}.
The ﬁnal result is shown in Figure 4. Two other orders
are selected: {Coﬀee, Message, Beverage, Cancel, Cash,
Vending machine, Payment option, Ring tone, Tea} and
{Message, Cancel, Tea, payment option, Coﬀee, Vending
machine, Cash, Beverage, Ring tone}. The results obtained
are identical to the previous one in Figure 4. Therefore,
as before, there is the same intuition that the composition
order has no inﬂuence on the end result.
Based on these results, one may think that for model-
driven product derivation, when statecharts are used, the
order of composition has no inﬂuence on the end result.
Nevertheless, for the ﬁrst example, with 6 features selected,
6!(720) composition orders are possible. For the second one,
9 features lead to 9!(362.880) possibilities. Due to space
limitations, we have only shown here 3 such possibilities for
each example, although many more have been performed in
practice. Therefore, we do not claim that, simply based on
these examples, for all statecharts the order of composition
is not important. The results obtained serve only as an ini-
tial intuitive idea towards this conclusion, but we are aware
that a formal proof is mandatory. This actually represents
one of the future research directions for our work.
3.3 Introducing "aspectual" features
Throughout this subsection we identify and give initial
details of a particular class of features, called aspectual,
that prove that the order of feature composition is a real
problem encountered in model-driven behavioural product
derivation. We show, on the previous examples, that in-
serting them at diﬀerent places in the composition order
changes the end result. This contradicts the initial intuition
presented in the conclusions of the previous sub-section.
A new feature called Trace is introduced in the ItemCat-
alog SPL. It calls the traceTransition() method every time a
transition between two states is performed. This behaviour
is cross-cutting, as it applies at several diﬀerent places for
every derived product containing it. In Aspect-Oriented
Modelling (AOM), cross-cutting concerns are called aspects.
Therefore, ”Trace” is an aspectual feature. It is presented in
Figure 6: Derived products of ItemCatalog SPL
with Trace feature - diﬀerent composition orders
Figure 5 and contains two parts: a pointcut that identiﬁes
places in other models where the new behaviour is inserted;
an advice that describes the new behaviour.
We add Trace to the set of selected features. As before,
we try to use the signature-based composition operator of
France et al. Because an aspectual feature applies in more
than one place, it requires an additional phase in the compo-
sition process: quantiﬁcation (detection of all places where it
is applied). The composition operator of France et al. does
not oﬀer this functionality, so it is not powerful/expressive
Figure 7: Sequence diagram fragments attached to
features of the Vending Machine SPL
enough to properly compose it. Using other ”classical” com-
position operators like Bernstein’s generic merge [38], Ratio-
nal Software Architect combine feature [27], Epsilon merging
language [12], TReMer+ [40] or UML2 package merge [34]
does not solve the problem, as neither of them oﬀers the
required quantiﬁcation phase.
A possible solution to this issue comes from the AOM
ﬁeld. AOM model weavers propose a quantiﬁcation [14]
phase which allows them to easily compose aspectual fea-
tures. Due to this, we decide to replace the composition
operator of France et al. currently used, with the one pro-
posed by Morin et al. called GeKo [29].
GeKo is a generic, tool-supported, AOM composition and
weaving approach, easily adaptable to any domain speciﬁc
modelling language. It uses two operands for the composi-
tion called aspect and base. It supports the pointcut-advice
composition mechanism and keeps a graphical representa-
tion of the weaving between an aspect and a base model.
First, using a Prolog-based pattern matching engine, it de-
tects all the places in the base model where the advice will
be applied. These places are called join-points. Then, a
generic approach of composition of two models at the level
of the detected join-points is applied.
Using the same selection of features as before to which we
add the ”Trace” feature, we apply this new composition op-
erator on the ItemCatalog SPL. The ﬁrst composition order
used is {2DImage, MultipleLevel, Trace, catalogStructure,
ProductInfo, Description, Categories}. The same composi-
tion algorithm described before is used but, whenever com-
posing two models, we consider the ﬁrst one to be the base
Figure 8: Derived products (sequence diagram) of
Vending Machine SPL - method of France et al.
and the second one the aspect. The result is shown in the
top diagram of Figure 6. Feature ”Trace”adds a traceTransi-
tion() method on several transitions in the resulting model.
For clarity reasons, we mark with a special symbol () all
the changes caused by the composition of this feature. This
is done for all the derivation orders we present. The sec-
ond composition order is {catalogStructure, 2DImage, Mul-
tipleLevel, ProductInfo, Trace, Description, Categories}. A
close analysis of the result, shown in the middle diagram of
Figure 6, reveals several diﬀerences compared to the result
of the previous composition: as the ”Trace” feature has a dif-
ferent place in the composition order, the traceTransition()
method it adds is applied now to other transitions than in
the ﬁrst case. A new composition order {MultipleLevel, Pro-
ductInfo, catalogStructure, Description, Categories, 2DIm-
age, Trace} is applied, with result shown in the bottom di-
agram of Figure 6. It can be easily noticed that the result
is diﬀerent from the ﬁrst two cases. As the ”Trace” feature
is composed last, the traceTransition() method is added on
all transitions of the resulting model.
Diﬀerent results were obtained for each composition or-
der. Compared to the initial ItemCatalog SPL example, the
major diﬀerence is the introduction of the ”Trace” aspectual
feature. We observe that inserting it at diﬀerent places in
the composition order leads each time to diﬀerent results.
This example leads to the idea that for behavioural product
derivation, when aspectual features are present, the order of
model composition is relevant.
3.4 Importance of composition order
This subsection gives further details on the composition
order problem previously identiﬁed. We show that the initial
intuition presented in Section III.A was false, and explain
that by changing the behavioural model used from state-
chart to sequence diagram, the order in which models are
composed is always relevant (diﬀerent orders leading to dif-
ferent derived products). This result is conﬁrmed even if the
composition operator applied is changed.
So far, statecharts were used as behavioural models at-
tached to features. We analyse what happens if the type of
behavioural model used is changed. Therefore, we use se-
quence diagram, which describe how processes operate with
one another and in what order. We use in the following the
Vending Machine SPL example from Figure 2, with the as-
Figure 9: Derived products (sequence diagram) of
Vending Machine SPL - method of Klein et al.
sociated sequence diagram fragments described in Figure 7.
Using the same composition algorithm, we apply the oper-
ator of France et al. using diﬀerent composition orders. The
ﬁrst order selected is {cash, payment option, beverage, cof-
fee, tea, message, ring tone, cancel}, with the result shown
in the left diagram of Figure 8. For the order {tea, cancel,
cash, ring tone, pay option, coﬀee, message, beverage} the
result is shown in the right diagram of Figure 8. The two
composition results are diﬀerent and thus represent distinct
products. This is diﬀerent from the result obtained in Sec-
tion III.B on the same example, when statecharts were used.
It shows that by simply changing the behavioural model
from statechart to sequence diagram, the composition order
has an obvious impact on the end result.
One could reason that the result obtained was inﬂuenced
by the composition operator applied, as the one of France
et al. is not speciﬁcally designed for composing sequence di-
agrams. For this reason, we choose a more expressive com-
position operator designed speciﬁcally for this purpose, the
one of Klein et al. [25, 26]. This AOM composition ap-
proach implements a semantic-based weaving of scenarios
and supports the pointcut-advice composition mechanism.
It proposes a new interpretation for pointcuts, expressed as
sequence diagrams, to allow them to be matched at the level
of join-points. With this new way of specifying join-points,
the composition of the advice with the detected part can-
not any longer be a replacement of the detected part by
the advice. The authors thus propose and formally deﬁne a
new merge operator, called left amalgamated sum, tailored
for composing behavioural models. The approach is imple-
mented in the Kermeta framework [32].
The ﬁrst composition order is {cash, pay option, beverage,
coﬀee, tea, message, ring tone, cancel}. The result is shown
in the left diagram of Figure 9. For the orders {tea, cancel,
cash, ring tone, payment option, coﬀee, message, beverage}
and {message, cash, beverage, ring tone, tea, payment op-
tion, coﬀee, cancel} the results are shown in the middle and
right diagrams of Figure 9. As for the operator of France et
al., the results obtained are diﬀerent, corresponding to dif-
ferent derived products. This conﬁrms the previous results.
This results show that, when using sequence diagrams, the
order of composition is relevant and inﬂuences the products
that are derived. This assumption remains valid even if the
composition operator used is changed.
To ﬁnd solutions to the composition order problem, we
have analysed research literature from the SPL, AOM and
MDE ﬁelds. A possible solution comes from Kienzle et al.
[24]. They present the Reusable Aspect Models (RAM) ap-
proach, which allows to express the structure and behaviour
of a complex system using class, state and sequence dia-
grams encapsulated in several aspect models. In their car
crash crisis management system (CCCMS) case study, they
introduce a reusable concern called workﬂow management
that allows modellers to deﬁne and execute workﬂows using
concepts like sequentialExecution, paralleExecution, loope-
dExecution, Executable or WorkﬂowEngine. he problem of
this approach is that it assigns the creation of workﬂows to
be executed to the modeller. So it is not automated in any
way, and the solution provided is not generic or reusable.
Workﬂows need to be separately deﬁned for all the possible
products of a SPL. This is infeasible and almost impossible
for large SPLs.
3.5 Composition of disjoint features
Once a particular composition order is determined, the
next logical step of the derivation process is the actual model
composition. This subsection focuses on a second problem
encountered during behavioural product derivation: compo-
sition of disjoint features. Frequently, models that need to
be composed have no common elements. We analyse the
manner in which several composition approaches address
this situation and prove the lack of viable solutions.
In SPL engineering, features from diﬀerent branches of a
FD are frequently not related between themselves, as they
represent diﬀerent system functionalities. Therefore, the
models implementing them might not have any common el-
ements. This can also be the case for features representing
diﬀerent variants of a particular product functionality. We
call this type of features disjoint. Two features are called
disjoint if their associated models have no common elements.
We analyse features Credit card and Message from the
Vending Machine SPL in Figure 7. They share no ele-
ment and are a good example of disjoint features. Several
other examples of pairs of disjoint features can be noticed,
like (message,cancel purchase), (payment option,ring tone),
(beverage,message) and others. In the composition orders
used throughout the previous section, we explicitly avoided
situations where disjoint features needed to be composed.
In this subsection, we analyse this type of composition.
Intuitively, bases on the semantics of the features Message
and Credit card, it is obvious that Credit card should come
ﬁrst, followed byMessage. Nevertheless, composition of such
features has to be done automatically during product deriva-
tion, by applying a certain model composition approach.
In the following, we analyse several model composition ap-
proaches to see how they address this issue.
We study ﬁrst the composition approach of France et al.
[16]. As presented in Section 3.2, it implements a two-
step composition mechanism: matching (identiﬁes model el-
ements that have to be composed) and merging (matched
model elements are merged). The matching process relies
on a signature-based approach: two elements match if their
signatures are equivalent. When this approach is applied for
disjoint features, the matching phase does not return any el-
ements to be merged. The problem is brieﬂy addressed in
[16]: ”if the model signatures are not the same then the mod-
els are not composed”. We also analysed how this problem
was solved in Kompose, the tool implementing the approach:
the result returned by the tool in this case is a single model
regrouping the initial models that had to be composed, but
with no relation or connection between them.
Next approach analysed is the one of Klein et al. [25],
introduced in Section 3.4. The authors propose a non com-
mutative composition operator called left amalgamated sum,
deﬁned in [25] using three models (pointcut M0, advice M1,
base M2) and two morphisms (pointcut to base and point-
cut to advice). For more details, we invite the reader to
refer to [25]. For disjoint features, as the models have no
common element, this implies that the pointcut model used
by this approach is empty (E0 = ∅). With this observation
in mind, we analyse the formal deﬁnition of the left amal-
gamated sum presented in [25] on page 23, to determine the
result of the composition:
I = I1 ∪ {i2 ∈ I2|  ∃i0 ∈ I0, g−10 (i2) = i0} (1)
But E0 = ∅ (2)
(1), (2) =⇒ I = I1 ∪ I2
E = {e1 ∈ E1|∃e0 ∈ E0, ∃e2 ∈ E2, f−11 (e1) = e0∧g1(e2) =
e2} ∪ {e1 ∈ E1|  ∃e0 ∈ E0, f−11 (e1) = e0}{e2 ∈ E2|  ∃e0 ∈
E0, g
−1
1 (e2) = e0} (3)
(2), (3) =⇒ E = ∅ ∪ {e1 ∈ E1} ∪ {e2 ∈ E2} = E1 ∪ E2
This means the result contains all the elements of the
initial models (base and advice). Analysing the ordering
relation ≤ imposed by lifelines and messages reveals that,
in the ﬁnal result: elements coming from the same model
remain ordered as in the original model; there is no ordering
or relation between elements coming from diﬀerent models.
This result is similar to the one proposed by Kompose.
We also study GeKo [29] from Morin et al., introduced
in Section 3.3. Models to be composed are called base and
aspect. It is the use of a third model called pointcut and
two morphisms allowing the identiﬁcation of base model el-
ements which have to be kept, removed or replaced with
those of advice. For disjoint features, the pointcut model is
empty, as there are no matching elements between base and
advice. Using the composition formalization and notations
provided in [29], we obtain:
Rkeep = {obj|obj ∈ base}, R− = ∅, R± = ∅, Rad± = ∅,
R+ = {obj|obj ∈ advice}
Using the deﬁnition of the generic composition in [29] we
get: result = Rkeep ∪ R+ ∪ Rad± \ R− \ R±. The ﬁnal
outcome is: result = {obj|obj ∈ base} ∪ {obj|obj ∈ advice}.
The result contains all the elements of the initial models,
but they are not related to each other in any way.
Another composition approach we analyse is SmartAdapters
[31] from Morin et al. For the composition part, common el-
ements in the SmartAdapters models (SAMs) being merged
are uniﬁed. SmartAdapters allows the user to create his own
composition operators. In addition to this, it oﬀers several
predeﬁned ones based on the proposals of Barais et al. in [3].
For behavioural models, three diﬀerent kinds of predeﬁned
base-base merge operators are proposed:
Amalgamated sum: merges two sequence diagrams that
share common elements. Applied to disjoint features, the
same results as the approach of Klein et al. are obtained.
Sequential composition: glue together two models. For
disjoint features, two composition orders are always possible.
The user must ﬁrst decide which is the precedence order
desired. Then, in the resulting model, certain events might
not be ordered or can be concurrent, although this may not
be at all the intention.
Inclusion: allows the inclusion of one model into another
at points explicitly speciﬁed by the user. For disjoint fea-
tures, this approach requires the user to explicitly deﬁne the
insertion points. There is no indication of which model is
the one to be inserted.
Our analysis reveals that the composition of models shar-
ing no common elements was not explicitly addressed by any
approach. All of the methods analysed produced unsatisfac-
tory results, incorrect semantically and which do not capture
at all the intention of the user. This is frustrating, as this
type of composition can frequently happen in the SPL ﬁeld.
3.6 Composition of alternative features
This sub-section discusses a last identiﬁed problem that
can occur during product derivation: composition of alter-
native features.
We analyse the beverage feature from Figure 2. It has
three possible implementation variants: coﬀee, tea and soda,
connected by a cardinality relation indicating that at least
two of them must be selected in every derived product.
In Section III.D features coﬀee and tea were selected as
part of valid feature conﬁgurations and used in a total of
ﬁve derivation examples (see Figure 8 Figure 9). When com-
posed, each feature introduces a speciﬁc message (enterTea-
Code() and enterCoﬀeeCode()). A more thorough analysis
of the ﬁgures reveals that, in all the models correspond-
ing to the ﬁnal derivation result, both messages are always
present, in diﬀerent orders, sometimes with other messages
intercalated between them. This implies that, in all of these
derived products, the user always performs both behaviours
deﬁned by these features. This contradicts the semantics
of the cardinality relation between the two features: both
behaviours speciﬁed by these features should be present in
every derived product, but the user has the alternative of
performing either one or the other or both of them. One
possible way to correctly compose these two features with
other ones would be to add both enterTeaCode() and en-
terCoﬀeeCode() messages, each of them speciﬁed within an
alternative fragment in the resulting sequence diagram.
None of the composition operators presented in this paper
oﬀers such a possibility, or any other alternative solution to
this problem. This problem is due to the fact that composi-
tion operators do not take into account any information or
relations that FDs might provide.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Software Product Lines are receiving a lot of attention
from the research community and are more and more ap-
plied by industry. Most of the eﬀorts of the SPL community
focused on the domain engineering phase, neglecting or in-
suﬃciently addressing the application engineering part of
the process. The vast majority do not cover the behavioural
derivation part, leading to incomplete product representa-
tions. Due to this, MDE solutions were found suitable to
help improve application engineering.
Throughout this paper, we focused on model-driven prod-
uct derivation solutions, and in particular on approaches
that combine Feature Diagrams and model fragments. For
this type of approaches, we noticed that, due to the limited
amount of information provided by the FD, the product line
engineer is limited to making a feature selection. To obtain
an integrated view of the derived product, models associated
to the selected features need to be composed. The article fo-
cuses on this part of the derivation process, identifying and
giving an initial indication of possible problems that might
occur at this stage of the process.
We start by familiarizing the reader with the product
derivation process using two diﬀerent examples, for which
we described several successful derivations. Two diﬀerent
composition operators are applied and several diﬀerent com-
position orders chosen. Initial experimental results lead to
an initial assumption that the order in which models are
composed is not relevant. This initial intuition proved to be
false, as we identiﬁed a particular class of features, called
aspectual, for which we showed that the composition order
has a major inﬂuence on the end derivation result.
We then analysed the inﬂuence of the type of behavioural
model used on the obtained results. Statecharts, used ini-
tially, were replaced with sequence diagrams, and we suc-
cessfully showed that for this type of model the order of
composition is always important: diﬀerent orders resulted
in diﬀerent derived products. This conclusion remains true
even if the composition operator used is changed.
A second issue identiﬁed and discussed concerns the ac-
tual composition process. We analyse a particular type of
features that are often encountered in SPLs: disjoint fea-
tures. They are of interest because the associated models
have no common elements. We study how their composi-
tion is addressed by diﬀerent existent model composition
approaches concluded that there is no viable solution to this
issues available. The last identiﬁed problem was that cur-
rent model composition operators do not use any informa-
tion provided by feature diagrams, leading to derivation re-
sults that do not satisfy the initial customer requirements
and are semantically incorrect.
As the overall objective of this paper is to present some
existing issues in model-driven product derivation, it leaves
open a lot of research directions for the future. First of all,
we are aware that a formal deﬁnition of properties of model
composition in the context of product derivation is necessary
and would be an important contribution, so this one of our
goals for the near future. Secondly, we are currently working
on providing solutions to the questions raised in this arti-
cle. Our current research focuses on proposing a complete
methodology to support model-driven behavioural product
derivation using model composition and AOM approaches.
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